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ABSTRACT Movie trailers are prepared using a one-size-fits-all framework. These days, however, streaming
platforms seek to overcome this problem and provide personalized trailers via the investigation of centralized
server-side solutions. This can be achieved by analyzing personal user data, and can lead to two major issues:
privacy violation and enormous demand in computational resources. This paper proposes an innovative, low-
power, client-driven method to facilitate the personalized trailer generation process. It tackles the complex
process of detecting personalized actions in real-time from lightweight thumbnail containers. The HTTP
live streaming (HLS) server and client are locally configured to validate the proposed method. The system
is designed to support a wide range of client hardware with different computational capabilities and has the
flexibility to adapt to network conditions. To test the effectiveness of this method, twenty-five broadcast
movies, specifically in the western and sports genres, are evaluated. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first-ever client-driven framework that uses thumbnail containers as input to facilitate the trailer generation
process.

INDEX TERMS Client-driven, thumbnail containers, personalized media.

I. INTRODUCTION
Arecent study showed that every day, adults in the US spend
nearly six hours watching movies [1]. This significant time
allocation is still not sufficient for most of these users to
explore their interests [2]. Streaming services use various
recommendation systems, based on user viewing history
and personal data, to suggest movies and aid quick explo-
ration [3]. Despite these recommendations, users may require
more time and interaction to identify relevance, particularly
for movies and documentaries. A trailer based on user pref-
erence may help a typical user find relevant recommended
movies/documentaries.

Typically, a trailer can be regarded as a type of video in
summary, as it is a short version of the original movie [4].
Trailers are produced to highlight the movie and attract inter-
ested patrons [5], [6]. Apart from that, creating trailers usually
involves high levels of cognitive effort due to their diversity,
even for similar movies [7]. Therefore, a small number of
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trailers are generated for movie-making process [8]. In some
cases, only one trailer is generated, hence everyone gets the
same trailer for themovie. Because each usermay cast diverse
interests, even for the same movie, he/she may not show
interest in a trailer that is not related to their interest [9].

In order to automate personalized movie trailers, central-
ized server-side solutions are under investigation and devel-
opment [10], [11]. The advantage of centralized servers is that
all information, including user personal data and functionali-
ties, are located in the same place. Their disadvantage is that
clients need to send data concerning every user interaction to
servers. Thus, user privacy can be violated. Moreover, with
the increasing number of users and need for interactive inter-
faces, the amount of information transmitted between clients
and servers can grow rapidly. Thus, servers need enormous
computational resources to process all the user information.
In addition, the recommender systems explicitly control and
affect the behavior of users [12]. These factors prompted us to
research the conversational method where users can control
system according to their current mood and interests. This
also led us to explore the feasibility of a client-side approach
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which can generate personalized trailers according to users’
interests, with low computational resource demand.

The responsiveness of the server-based personalized trailer
system can be difficult to maintain in real-time when there
is a large number of concurrent users. This paper proposes
a real-time and low-power client-driven method to facilitate
the personalized trailer generation process. It tackles the com-
plex process of detecting personalized actions in real-time
from lightweight thumbnail containers. The cross-platform
HLS server and client are locally configured to validate
the proposed method. Instead of open/close connections for
every request/response for thumbnail containers and video
segments, the HTTP persistent broadcast connection adapts
to reduce computational resources. To test the effectiveness of
the method, the personalized actions in 25 broadcast movies,
in the western and sports genres, were identified and evalu-
ated, and subjective evaluation was conducted to compare the
number of relevant actions available in official and generated
trailers. The proposed approach requires minimum compu-
tational resources and can provide comprehensive, privacy
protection solutions [13]. Every user can get distinct trailers
simultaneously, according to their interests, as shown in the
conceptual diagram in Fig.1.

FIGURE 1. Conceptual diagram of the proposed client-driven
personalized trailers framework.

Compared with existing methods, the main contributions
of this paper are concluded thus: (1) We propose a first-
ever thumbnail container-based client-driven framework to
detect personalized actions in order to expedite and facili-
tate the trailer generation process. (2) The proposed system
adopts an HTTP persistent broadcast connection to reduce
the corresponding responses and network bandwidth. (3) The
HLS server and client are designed locally to validate the
effectiveness of the proposed method.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section II provides a brief summary of related work.
Section III discusses the proposed thumbnail-based trailer
framework approach. A detailed implementation of thumb-
nail containers for personalized trailers is discussed in
Section IV. Section V presents experimental results along
with discussions and Section VI concludes this study.

II. RELATED WORK
A trailer can be quite cinematic, with its own background
music, sophisticated shot transition, and post-produced

TABLE 1. Comparison of our proposed thumbnail-based approach with
existing work; A: Audio, V: Video, Tx: Text, TC: Thumbnail containers.

features such as overlaid text [14]. Due to the artistic and
creative aspects, a specific field to facilitate the movie trailer
generation process did not generally receive the same atten-
tion as movie summarization and highlights. Among the
few works addressing the specific issue, the work by [15]
is the first-ever to introduce a half-automated method to
generate a movie trailer through human-AI collaboration.
The study specifically interpreted the different types of emo-
tions in horror movies and selected the ten best moments
from a full-length feature movie to create a movie trailer.
Another approach proposed in [14] focused on actionmovies.
It specifically studied the visual motion levels of the entire
movie and detected specific audio cues (e.g., speech, music,
silence, etc.) to define and select individual sequences for
creating a trailer. In [16], an approach in the context of a
TV program focused on identifying textual correspondences
between the sentences in the program summary (provided by
the Electronic Program Guide) and closed captions from the
original video. In order to create the trailer, researchers first
prepared a textual summary.

Movie summarization, in particular video summariza-
tion techniques have attracted much research interest, and
many works have been proposed in last decades [17]–[20],
[21], [22]. In recent years, personalized video summariza-
tion by extracting keyframes from videos has been enthu-
siastically investigated in diverse applications [23]–[25].
Beyond visual features to extract keyframes, several other
features are considered in recent work, including viewer
attention [26]–[28], audio signal [29], and subtitles [30].
Moreover, semantic information has also been exploited to
summarize videos, including special events [31], [32], and
storylines [33]. More recently, a personalized keyframe rec-
ommendation framework using time-synchronized comment
information was proposed [34]. Recently, several approaches
have focused on bringing high-level semantics into video
summarization, such as events [35], and objects [36]. In a
different approach, important human faces and objects are
used to summarize a video [37]. In addition, video highlight
generation is also extensively investigated for the first per-
son [38] and sports [39].

Most of the described trailer generation methods ignore
the cost of computational resources, processing time and user
interest. Table 1 shows a comparison of proposed and previ-
ous movie trailer generation methods for broadcast movies
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FIGURE 2. The high-level architecture of the proposed thumbnail-based trailers framework.

in specific genre video types (movies/documentary). Instead
of entire movies, the proposed method analyzed lightweight
thumbnail containers for the trailer generation process. The
entire process was performed using client device computa-
tional resources that will minimize server-side computations.

III. PROPOSED THUMBNAIL-BASED
TRAILERS FRAMEWORK
In recent years, several methods have been designed to
improve the demanding timeline manipulation for video
browsing [40]–[42]. One of the most popular methods for
web-based video players is the use of lightweight thumb-
nail containers. Users can skim through the video player for
efficiency and instantly preview a lengthy video, by watch-
ing the thumbnails preview in the web player interface.
As the thumbnails are easy to integrate and navigate in web-
based video players, several famous video-on-demand (VoD)
streaming platforms adopt these in their end-user video play-
ers. As an example, Fig. 3 shows a thumbnail container of
the Vengeance Valley movie received in the client web-based
video player (left), and a thumbnail previewing a particular
duration (right). It is observed that a strong, vibrant, and
relevant thumbnail draws more attention by giving the user
an easy quick preview [43].

FIGURE 3. Orientation of thumbnails on a single thumbnail container
image in YouTube (left) and the thumbnail usage for instant preview on
the web-based video player (right).

The core idea of the proposed framework is to facilitate per-
sonalized trailer production in real-time by using mini- mum
client device computational resources. Instead of analyzing
an entire movie, it uses thumbnail containers to find out

relevant action/s. It is designed to support a wide variety of
client machines that have different computational capabilities
and adjust dynamically in different network conditions. Fig 2
shows the system architecture of the proposed thumbnail-
based framework. The system consists of two major parts
(i.e., the HLS server and the client). The proposed framework
mainly focuses on the client-side application and an entire
trailer generation process is performed using client device
resources. From the server-side implementation perspective,
the cross-platform HLS server is locally configured.

A. CROSS PLATFORM HLS SERVER
The HLS server is designed to enable multiple users down-
load thumbnail containers and segments concurrently on
heterogeneous devices. For this purpose, the Microsoft Win-
dows internet information services (IIS) web server is con-
figured locally. IIS supports most network protocols such
as HTTP, HTTP/2, HTTPS, FTP, FTPS, SMTP, and NNTP
[44]. Initially, the entire movie is encoded as H.264/AAC
MPEG-2 transport streams (.ts) segments in multiple bitrates
using [45]. The MPEG-2 transport stream, which consists
of 188-byte fixed-length packets [46], is suitable for transmis-
sions when there is a potential corruption or loss of packets.
Each segment contains a ten-second playback portion of the
movie with a continuous timestamp. The list of the segments
in their playback order is stored in a text-based playlist file
(m3u8). Each individual bitrate playlist contains URLs point-
ing to movie segment files [47].

The dedicated HLS server also contains thumbnail contain-
ers, which are extracted separately from the original movie.
The first frame is separately extracted in each second from the
original movie using [45]. Then, the extracted frame resized
into thumbnail size which is 160×90 (i.e. width × height).
The extracted thumbnails then merge into 5×5 on multiple
thumbnail containers. Each thumbnail presents a one-second
duration, and one thumbnail container represents 25 seconds
duration of the movie. The size of thumbnail and orientation
of thumbnail containers were adopted after investigating the
current YouTube web-based video player. These thumbnail
containers are associated with the original movie and cover its
entire length. Algorithm 1 presents the thumbnail container
generation process from MPEG video.
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Algorithm 1 Thumbnail Containers Generating Mecha-
nism From MPEG Video
Data: Input MPEG video
- N: number of frames inside MPEG
Initialization:- Thumbnail size width× height; Interval
between frames in seconds (interval) = 1 second;
Thumbnail container orientation (orientation )
row× column; Thumbnail counter (count) = 0
Main loop: while i < (N) do

Determine count = duration of MPEG video /
interval
while j < (count) do

Extract frame after interval
Resize and save as thumbnail in temp location

end
end
Function generateContainer (thumbnail, orientation)

Place thumbnails as per orientation
Save thumbnail container ni

Result: Set of Thumbnail Container

B. HTTP PERSISTENT CONNECTION
Several requests will be initiated from the client to IIS server
to collect the thumbnail containers and segments in the
process to generate personalized trailers. The cost-effective
HTTP 2.0 persistent connection is used because it enables the
exchange of numerous requests and returns of data simulta-
neously, over a single TCP connection [48]. The advantage
of the persistent connection communication channel is that it
remains open for HTTP requests and responses rather than
closing after a single exchange. Fig. 4 shows the HTTP
persistent network transmission between client and server
sides. The performance of the persistent connection adaptive
streaming was evaluated in [49]. An open connection is faster
for frequent data exchanges. Using a persistent connection
has several advantages: for example, the overall CPU usage
and round trips are reduced because of fewer new connec-
tions and TLS handshakes [50]. In addition, communication
overheads are saved by leaving a connection open rather than
opening and closing sessions for each request.

C. THUMBNAIL-BASED HLS CLIENT
The client-side consists of two major components: a deep
learning-based action recognition model, and a web-based
HLS video player.

1) ACTION RECOGNITION
The deep-learning action recognition model is trained to rec-
ognize actions from thumbnail containers. We computed the
embedding using pre-trained models on the UCF-101 action
dataset [51]. UCF-101 is an action recognition dataset of
realistic action videos collected from YouTube, that con-
sists of 101 action categories. It has 13,320 videos from
101 diverse action categories. The videos of this dataset are

FIGURE 4. HTTP persistent connection communication between client
and server.

FIGURE 5. Convolutional neural network Inception-v3 architecture.

challenging and include large variations in camera motion,
object appearance and pose, object scale, viewpoint, cluttered
background, and illumination conditions. To train the UCF-
101 dataset, each video is subsampled down to 40 frames.
The frame-level features are extracted using the state-of-
the-art Inception-v3 image annotation model, pre-trained on
ImageNet [52]. We fine-tuned and trained the model freezing
the top layers of the network and updating the weights in
only the final. The model is trained using Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) optimization algorithm with 0.01 learning
rate. Fine-tuned Inception-v3 trained on UCF-101 dataset
obtained training accuracy of 91.41% and testing accuracy
was 73.75% with 24,004,485 parameters. The first train/test
split of the dataset suggested by the reference website is used.
The architecture of the Inception-v3 convolutional neural
network is shown in Fig. 5.

2) WEB-BASED HLS VIDEO PLAYER
The interface of the HLS video player is designed and inte-
grated into an open-source JavaScript library [53]. It relies
on HTML5 video and media source extensions for play-
back by transmitting an MPEG-2 transport stream into
ISOBMFF fragments. The data delivery is entirely client-
driven, which means that the video player can determine
when to request each segment from the playlist file in the
playback order or with a specific timestamp. Moreover,
the HLS video player can shift between the different bitrates
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FIGURE 6. IIS server containing segments and thumbnail containers
(left side), web-based HLS client video player interface displaying
generated trailer (right side).

of a movie during playback, as the HLS server encodes a
movie into multiple bitrates.

Fig. 6 shows the IIS server containing the segments and
thumbnail containers, and the web-based video player inter-
face on the client-side. The proposed framework supports the
HLS protocol for VoD sessions. Media contents (e.g., seg-
ments, playlists, etc.) representing the entire duration can be
assessed in the VoD session on the client-side using a web-
based HLS video player. The list of movie segments in their
playback order is stored in the text-based m3u8 playlist file
to display the movie sequentially in the player. The HLS
video player uses the existing m3u8 playlist to determine the
available bitrates and location of the movie segments in the
server.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
This section provides a detailed description of the proposed,
client-driven thumbnail-based framework for personalized
trailers. In order to validate the proposed approach, twenty-
five movies were analyzed with different playtime. Table 2
shows all the movie titles, their release years, genres, IMDB
ratings, and duration. We analyzed specifically sports and
western genres including cinematographic movies and doc-
umentaries. Since a movie may consist of more than one
genre, the most dominant genre of the movie is given (west-
ern or sport). Every movie is different, but there are com-
monalities between movies that belong to the same genre.
As an example, typical horse-riding actions are similar in
every western genre movie. This helped in creating trailers by
generalizing actions categorized according to movie genres.
All the movies were examined by six distinct actions that
were selected from the UCF-101 action categories list. Fig 7
shows the list of all the actions that are used to analyze
movies.

In order to analyze the thumbnail containers, the client-
side requests thumbnail containers for a specific movie.
The HTTP server simply provides the pre-generated thumb-
nail containers using an HTTP persistent connection.
The transferred thumbnail containers cover the entire length

FIGURE 7. First four images display the sample of actions selected for
sports genre movies: cricket bowling, cricket shot, soccer shot, and soccer
juggling; the last two images display the sample of actions selected for
western genre movies: a horse race, and horse riding.

TABLE 2. The list of movie titles used for analysis in the entire
client-driven process.

of the movie. Table 3 shows the movie’s frame per second
(FPS), total frames in a movie, thumbnail containers, and
thumbnails. The number of frames in a movie is associated
with FPS. Meanwhile, the number of thumbnail containers is
associated with the duration of a movie. A very low bitrate
is required to transmit the thumbnail containers due to their
very small number and lightweight as compared to the total
frames of the movie.

The proposed system uses a canvas to separately extract
each thumbnail from the downloaded thumbnail containers
in the client device using [45]. A single thumbnail con-
tainer contains 25 thumbnails. The trained deep-learning
action recognition model gets two inputs every time to rec-
ognize actions: preferred actions and a thumbnail image.
The user selects action/s for the movie using web-interface.
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TABLE 3. Total number of frames in a movie, thumbnail containers, and
thumbnails.

Algorithm 2 Personalize Action/s Selection Process for
the Movie
Data: Input movie
- N: number of action/s; User preference
Initialization:- Action
Function updatePreference (Action, Preference)

Select Action
if Action present in preference then

continue
else

Add Action in preference
end
Save and update preference

Result: Personalize action/s

Algorithm 2 presents action selection process for the movie.
If the action is already present in user preference, the system
will use that action. In a case if that selected action is not
present then, the system adds that action in user preference.
User can usemore than one actions for the personalized trailer
process. Fig. 8 illustrates the thumbnail analyzer process. The
deep- learning model analyzes each thumbnail separately,
according to a selected action(s) by the user. Once all the
thumbnails are analyzed, the system will rank them accord-
ing to their accuracy. The system selects only thumbnails
with high accuracy to provide the best user experience. The
selected and ranked thumbnails are stored in the text-based
list.

The detected thumbnails list is analyzed to create
an additional-segments text-based list to request spe-
cific segments with different timestamps from the server.

FIGURE 8. Thumbnail containers action analyzer process.

Algorithm 3 Request Video Segments From Input
Detected Thumbnail Containers List
Data: Input thumbnails list
- N: number of detected thumbnails
Initialization:- Thumbnail container TC ; Thumbnail T ;
Segment number (segNo) = 0
Main loop: while i < (Max of N) do

Determine detected TC number
Determine T number
Determine segNo
if segNo > 1 then

Save segNo into text-based list
end

end
Result: Text-based Segments List

Algorithm 3 shows the process to produce a segments list
from the detected thumbnails list. Subsequently, the client-
device requests specific segments with a different timestamp
using a text-based list. The HTTP server sends the segments
at a time upon a segment request from the client. The client-
side aggregate segments so that the movie can be presented
to the user in a continuous stream. If a segment takes too
long to download, an alternate bitrate is selected and the
m3u8 playlist for that bitrate is consulted.

It is observed during the trailer generation process some-
times, that some pictures (frames) are not relevant to the
selected actions in a segment. The video player has to decode
the whole segment even though it contains some relevant
pictures. Which is why enormous computational resources
are required to decode and encode the segment. It is possible,
with the entry points and exit points (timestamp), to get
only relevant pictures in a segment, as shown in Fig. 9. The
video player (including decoder) point of view and subset of
segment (also called partial segment) can be supported. The
decoder may decode all video frames in a segment for intra
picture decoding but displays the video frames according to
the entry point and exit point information. By adapting times-
tamp information at decoder side, no heavy video processing
will be required.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. EXPERIMENTS
We carried out productivity and subjective experiments
to empirically evaluate the proposed method. Our dataset
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FIGURE 9. Preparation of personalized video sequence.

TABLE 4. Performance comparison of thumbnails with number of frames
in movies.

consisted of 25 publicly broadcast, available cinematographic
movies and documentaries. 12 sports and 13 western genres.
We also collected official trailers of the listed movies. All
movies and their trailers had frame size 640 × 480. Table 9
shows the names and number of trailers, YouTube video ID,
and number of views. If a movie had more than one official
trailer, only the one with the highest views was listed and ana-
lyzed. The YouTube streaming platform was used to search
for the official trailers for all listed movies. ‘‘Trailer’’ and
‘‘promo’’ were the main keywords used in the search process
for official trailers. Additionally, no trailer could be identified
for two of the listed movies (Bodyline, and Playing Away) in
our dataset. Thus, it is assumed that there is no single official
trailer available online for these two listed movies.

The proposed method analyzes a very small number
of lightweight thumbnail images compared to the number
of frames in a movie. Table 4 shows the percentage of
lightweight thumbnails used in the trailer generation process
in comparison to the number of frames in the movie. Because
the thumbnail size is very small (160×90), it requires less
computational resources and processing time. The generated
trailer duration is less than 150 seconds, which is the max-
imum length approved by the motion picture association of
America (MPAA) [8]. The trailer duration is maintained by
dynamically ranked thumbnails during the action recognition
process.

TABLE 5. Time required to process the entire movie and proposed
thumbnail-based approach.

Table 5 shows the comparison of processing time, in min-
utes, of the entire movie and the proposed thumbnail-based
approach. In order to analyze the entire movie, two phases
were completed: frame extraction from the original movie
and action recognition from extracted frames. The frame
extraction process was achieved using [45], and action recog-
nition using III-C.1. Meanwhile, all seven steps achieved
that described in Section IV in the proposed thumbnail-based
approach. All seven steps include requesting thumbnail con-
tainers for a specific movie, thumbnail extraction, recogniz-
ing actions from thumbnails, ranking detected thumbnails,
preparation of segment list, requesting segments and aggre-
gating segments. Even though more steps were used in the
thumbnail-based approach, the overall time is tremendously
low compared to processing the entire movie. For this com-
parison, the client machine configured with dual quad-core
2.10 GHz Xeon processors, GeForce RTX 2080 Ti, 62 GB
RAM, and running on open-source operating system Ubuntu
18.04 LTS was used. Table 6 shows time required to down-
load multiple thumbnail containers resolutions with different
RAM sizes. This paper uses only one thumbnail containers
resolution (800×450) for all movies in entire process.

A subjective evaluation was conducted to get the user
perception of the proposed approach. A group audience
of 46 participants performed in the test viewing process.
We conducted the evaluation by dividing the number of par-
ticipants into two different groups. The groups were divided
based on their interest in movie genre (sports or western).
In terms of demographics, the participants in the survey cov-
ered a wide range of ages from 18 to 40 years and 12 different
geographic locations. Gachon University’s students and pro-
fessors participated in the subjective analysis.

The trailer may have their own background music, and
post-produced features such as overlaid text as described
in Section II. Furthermore, for the trailer the most exciting
and pertinent scenes are selected from the movie to tell the
story in a highly condensed fashion, which is essential to
sustain the viewer intrigue and excitement. In current ver-
sion of the proposed thumbnail-based personalized trailer,
it lacks background music, post-production features and the
most pertinent scenes selection that can engage the user for
entire time and arouse curiosity. Due to these limitations,
we were unable to perform users’ evaluations to rank orig-
inal and generated trailer. Thus, a purely statistical analysis
was conducted to find the number of actions according to
participant interest. In addition, participants also took part
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TABLE 6. Time required to download thumbnail containers.

TABLE 7. Recognized actions from official and generated trailers in
sports genre movies.

TABLE 8. Recognized actions from official and generated trailers in
western genre movies.

in noting similar actions in both the official and generated
trailers.

We concurrently showed the participants the official and
generated trailers. The result of the subjective analysis is
displayed in two sequences. Each sequence contains three
movies from each movie genre. Table 7 shows the results of
recognized actions from sports genre movies, which include
movie id, duration of official and generated trailers, recog-
nized personalized actions from the generated and official
trailers. Participants count the number of actions according to
the movie genre as defined in Section IV. Table 8 shows the
results of recognized actions from western genre movies. The
results show that the generated trailers have a larger number
of actions as compared to official trailers.

FIGURE 10. Identical actions in compression with broadcast official and
generated trailers.

During the subjective evaluation, it was also identified that
the official and generated trailers have similar actions. As an
example Fig. 10 shows identical actions from three movies
in official and generated trailers. Also, it is interesting to
note that most of the participants found the style of generated
trailers identical to those of certain movie genres.

B. DISCUSSION
This work presents a thumbnail-based approach to facilitate
the trailer generation process using client device compu-
tational resources. Instead of entire movies, the proposed
method analyzes lightweight thumbnail containers to detect
personalized action. Our thumbnail-based implementation
does not require heavy computational resources. An animated
demo is prepared to show all execution steps explained in
Section IV https://youtu.be/sQDrw84_sn8.

The results show that the official trailers of two listed
movies could not be identified and located on YouTube dur-
ing the search process. Thus, it is assumed that there is no
official trailer available for these listed movies online. In this
case, the proposed method can be useful in preparing trailers
for those movies for which official trailers are unavailable
online. In our a movie’s dataset, most of the listed movies
have only one official trailer. There is a high chance that a
single trailer may give negative effects accordingly [9]. The
personalized trailer is highly important, in that it will pro-
vide users with an essential message, relevant to the movie,
in accordance with their interests.
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TABLE 9. Selected official trailers information.

This study focused on two genres (Western and Sports)
in the trailer generation process. However, it could easily be
adapted for other genres by utilizing various datasets. In addi-
tion, this approach can be extended beyond facilitated person-
alized trailers towards video summarization and highlights.
Along with reducing server-side computational resources
in process personalized trailers, the proposed client-side
approach can support a privacy-preserving solution [13] using
efficient encryption techniques [54], [55], can analyze human
activity recognition [56], and can be adapted in three screen
TV solutions [57], [58].

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presented an innovative client-driven approach to
facilitate personalized trailer generation process. Instead of
analyzing the entire movie, the proposed approach generates
personalized trailers by processing lightweight thumbnail
containers. The approach does not require heavy processing
to detect personalized actions. Experimental results show that
it requires less processing time compared to analyzing the
entire movie. The HLS server and client are locally config-
ured to validate the proposed method. Instead of open/close
connections for every request/response for thumbnail con-
tainers and segments, the system uses the HTTP persistent
broad- cast connection to preserve bandwidth and computa-
tional resources on both sides. To evaluate the effectiveness
of the proposed method, 25 broadcast movies were evaluated
with the trailer generation process by locating relevant actions
in the western and sports genres. A subjective evaluation was
conducted to compare the number of relevant actions present
in official and generated trailers. The proposed method can

support a privacy-preserving solution, where the user can
choose to retain all personal data on the client-side. The
client-driven approach can be used to create highly respon-
sive and easily scalable systems. Therefore, this system is
designed to support a wide range of client hardware with
different computational capabilities and has the flexibility to
adapt to different network conditions.
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